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Implant Center™

Designed specifically for specialty practice management systems, Henry Schein’s 
Implant Center™ introduces full-featured tracking of all implant inventory, automated 
reorders, patient procedures and even referring practitioners. With EHR, Vital Signs 
Monitors, and multiple partner integrations providing a wide complement of auxiliary 
services, Implant Center joins the full suite of Henry Schein’s Specialty Software group.

reports And Inventory Management
Let Implant Center take all those inventory hassles off your hands. Reports and inventory 
management are a breeze with Implant Center’s robust database-not only can you search 
patients and run reports from any given criteria, you can set Implant Center to automatically 
order from your manufacturers when inventory is low. You can also monitor effectiveness 
of certain models, and even use Implant Center’s reports to support outcomes studies.

With Implant Center, you can now:

•	 Automatically create a shopping 
list for the office to use while 
reordering when inventory hits a 
trigger threshold 

•	 Store details about every 
implant-related procedure done 
in your office for outcomes and 
inventory reporting

•	 Receive automatic alerts when 
reminders and procedure follow-up 
are needed, and when inventory 
expiration dates come due
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Detailed procedure recording
Implant Center stores details about every procedure done in your office, and automatically 
alerts you when reminders and follow-up are needed. Not only is your staff always aware 
of procedure and patient status, you know exactly how—and who—to reach to drive 
recurring revenue for your practice.

Automated reorder
Implant Center’s comprehensive database contains manufacturer info for all major makes 
and models of implants, enabling comprehensive search for patients and procedures by 
implant model, manufacturer, or even lot number and usage. Reorder and model tracking 
has never been so easy.

Get Started With Implant Center Today:
To learn more about OMSVision Implant Center, call 1.800.680.6902 Opt 1 or visit 
www.OMSVision.com.
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